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Working with Prescribed Burn Associations   
Prescribed fire is any fire that is ignited under predetermined conditions, by trained, qualified, or experienced 
people for specific management goals and objectives (ecological, protection, restoration, etc.) and includes pile 
burning and cultural burning.  Native Americans were the first prescribed fire practitioners and shaped the 
California landscape through thousands of years of fire use.  Over the last few years, California has had an 
increased in organizations who participate in prescribed fire, changes in state legislation and more public 
education surrounding prescribed fire. 

Prescribed Burn Associations  

Prescribed Burn Associations 
(PBAs) are collaborative 
communities open to all that share 
knowledge, expertise, tools and 
work in order to implement 
prescribed fire.  The PBA community 
within California has grown over the 
last few years and plays an 
important part in re-introducing good 
fire back to the landscapes.  They 
are also instrumental in keeping land 
management at the landowner level.  
Working with your local PBA can be 
a great way to contribute to 
community building, while achieving 
goals and objectives for yourself and 
other landowners.  
 
Most PBAs operate in a similar 
fashion: 

1. Landowner reaches out to 

the PBA to become a 

member of the PBA or 

request a site visit. 

2. PBA can connect the landowner to any technical assistance professionals or resources that might be 

needed pre-burn.  Examples: 

a. Forest thinning to prepare for a burn? 

b. PBA can identify how to prepare a unit for burning (can be as involved as creating a fuel break 

of some sort or as simple as cleaning 10 feet off a road – depends on the site).   

c. Put you in contact with a Certified Burn Boss 

d. A list of all permits needed to burn (i.e., CALFIRE Burn Permit, Air Quality Permit etc.) 

3. If the landowner decides that they would like to engage with the PBA, then they work with the PBA to 

determine how the community can best help them successfully use prescribed fire.  

4. Prior to the burn day the Landowner is responsible for:  

a. Obtaining all permits needed - PBA can give guidance were necessary and can be onsite during 

agency visits to give more information.   

 

Figure 1. Counties within California with a PBA.  Credit: California PBA 
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b. Communicating with neighbors to let them know that a prescribed burn is going to take place 

and to know which neighbors might have an issue with burning. 

5. On the day of the burn  

a. PBA:  

i. Can bring tools, expertise, knowledge and a workforce for the day of the burn and 

usually a few days post burn for “mop-up” or cleanup/patrol of the burn. 

ii. Can interface with the local volunteer fire departments or CALFIRE for assistance on the 

burn (NOTE: CALFIRE may assist with PBA burns as long as they do not put fire on the 

ground.  They may perform any other task) 

b. Landowner:  

i. Responsible for the liability of the burn (unless a burn boss is hired) 

ii. Ensuring neighbors and agencies have been notified. 

iii. Typically asked to provide food for the PBA members who are working the burn 

6. Post-burn the landowner should monitor the unit over time.  Smoke will be seen for a few days to a few 

weeks. 

7. Please consider making a donation to a local volunteer fire department.  Especially if one came to the 

burn to assist.     

Who Can Help You Burn? 

The table below will list the organizations with pros and cons.  Ultimately who you go with should be determined 
by who can achieve your goals and objectives in the safest manner possible.   
 

Organization  Pro Con 

CALFIRE or 

Local Fire 

Departments 

Very good for technical, complex burns – 
have a lot of equipment and personnel 
 
Assumes liability for the burn 
 
Provides support in outreach of burn 
(press releases, social media etc.). 
 

CALFIRE will prepare the burn unit 

control lines 

CEQA environmental review is required – 
depending on the situation, the landowner might 
have to incur some of that cost. 
 
Timing of the burn might not be when you may 
want it for your goals and objectives since 
CALFIRE burns when available resources line up 
with proper weather conditions 
 
Project might have to align with a larger County (or 
Unit) project 

 

NGOs 

(Non-

Government 

Organizations) 

Good for less technical or complex burns 
 
Provides a lot of support for landowners 

o Help in obtaining burn permits 
or air quality permits 

o Advertisement of the burn the 
day of (landowner is 
responsible to talk with 
neighbors) 

 
Provides access to a Certified Burn Boss 
 
Can help liaison between landowner and 
agencies 

 

Might have to wait a season for availability 
 
Landowner is responsible to burn unit preparation. 
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Liability  

Liability laws have changed significantly in the last 
few years, increasing the likelihood that landowners 
would be willing to use fire as a management 
option.  According to the U.S. Forest Service in 
2022, 99.84% of prescribed fires go to plan, 
although these successes aren’t usually highlighted 
in outreach and media.  Understandably, liability is 
a frequently asked question with Prescribed Fire.  In 
October 2021, SB 332 was passed stating that a 
person would not be held liable for suppression 
costs if the following specific conditions were met: 

• Purpose of burn is for ecological 

maintenance and restoration, fuel 

reduction, cultural burning, silviculture or 

agriculture 

• Certified burn boss has written a burn 

plan 

• Burn is conducted in compliance with 

burn plan prescription 

• The burning entity has written 

permission from the landowner to burn  

• Burn is conducted in compliance with any burn or air quality permits required  

This bill does not protect a landowner from civil charges being brought against them from a neighbor or 
community, it only protects the landowner from having to pay suppression costs in the event of an escape.   
 
A second bill, SB 926, was passed in September of 2022, creating the pilot ‘Prescribed Fire Claims Fund’ which 
became active June of 2023.  This fund consists of $20 million set aside by the State to cover certain losses 
(i.e. civil cases) from prescribed fires if certain criteria such as a burn plan written and signed by a Certified 
Burn Boss and burning within the prescription, is met (see the Prescribed Fire Claims Fund link above for more 
information).  A Certified Burn Boss or Cultural Fire Practitioner may register a burn for up to $2 million of the 
claims fund.  Prescribed fire practitioners and organizations are encouraging landowners to work with Certified 
Burn Bosses and to apply for the Claims Fund to show the California Legislators that the fund, along with more 
legislation changes, are a benefit to California residents, thus allowing for the continued work with prescribed 
fire and increase support. 

Certified Burn Boss 

A certified burn boss is someone who has taken the necessary classes and trainings in order to write and sign 
a burn plan.  In California, there are two types of certifications that qualify: the National Wildfire Coordination 
Group (NWCG) Certified Burn Boss – certified nationwide; or the California Certified Burn Boss – certified only 
for California.  Currently, there is a shortage of certified burn bosses in California, however, there has been an 
increase in trainings throughout the State and within a few years, this shortage should not be felt as drastically 
as it is now.  Your local Prescribed Burn Association or UCCE Advisors can put you in contact with a Certified 
Burn Boss from your area.       

  

 

Figure 2. Prescribed fire in Douglas-fir mixed forest, May 

2023.  Credit: Tori Norville, UCCE Fire Advisor.   
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https://legiscan.com/CA/text/SB332/id/2436104#:~:text=This%20bill%20would%20provide%20that,ecological%20maintenance%20and%20restoration%2C%20cultural
https://legiscan.com/CA/text/SB926/id/2609473
https://34c031f8-c9fd-4018-8c5a-4159cdff6b0d-cdn-endpoint.azureedge.net/-/media/calfire-website/what-we-do/natural-resource-management/prescribed-fire/pfe-faqs-sb926-final.pdf?rev=ee3d2b8a95be4460b154828580f8be17&hash=50C6574E5A91FD9ADDEA647BCE32E240
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References and Resources 

California PBA: California’s hub for Prescribed Burn Associations and community based burning. 

 Good resources for Planning, Training and how to connect to a PBA near you. 

CALFIRE Prescribed Fire 

 Learn about the Prescribed Fire Claims Fund, access the California Prescribed Fire Clamins Fund 

Online Appliction and CALFIRE’s vegetation management program. 

UCCE Humboldt: Liabilty of Prescribed Fire in CA 

 Excellent summary of Liabilty and Prescribed Fire in California.   

 

The University of California, Division of Agriculture and Natural Resources (UC ANR) prohibits discrimination  against or 

harassment of any person in any of its programs or activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, gender, 

gender expression, gender identity, pregnancy (which includes pregnancy, childbirth, and medical conditions related to 

pregnancy or childbirth), physical or mental disability, medical condition (cancer-related or genetic characteristics), genetic 

information (including family medical history), ancestry, marital status, age, sexual orientation, citizenship, status as a U.S. 

veteran. 

UC ANR policy prohibits retaliation against any employee or person in any of its programs or activities for bringing a complaint of 

discrimination or harassment. UC ANR policy also prohibits retaliation against a person who assists someone with a complaint of 

discrimination or harassment, or participates in any manner in an investigation or resolution of a complaint of discrimination or 

harassment. Retaliation includes threats, intimidation, reprisals, and/or adverse actions related to any of its programs or 

activities. 

UC ANR is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment 

and/or participation in any of its programs or activities without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, disability, age or 

protected veteran status.    

University policy is intended to be consistent with the provisions of applicable State and Federal laws.   

Inquiries regarding the University’s equal employment opportunity policies may be directed to: UCANR, Affirmative Action 

Compliance and Title IX Officer, University of California, Agriculture and Natural Resources, 2801 Second Street, Davis, CA 

95618, (530) 750-1343. Email:  jsafox@ucanr.edu.   

Website: http://ucanr.edu/sites/anrstaff/Diversity/Affirmative_Action/. 

This policy statement supersedes the UC ANR Nondiscrimination and Affirmative Action Policy Statement for University of 

California Publications Regarding Program Practices dated July 2013. 
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